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CHAPTER XX\'UL 

HANDLING MATERIAL AT THE ROLLS. 

TODR'S,-lf the piece to be rolled is small enough for a man to lift it with 
a pair of tongs, there is no need for any other handling appliances; the roller 
simply enters the piece on the front side of the mill, and when it has passed 
through, the catcher seizes it with his tongs, and, lifting it up, passes it back 
again over the top roll of a pull-over mill, or into the return pass of a three
high mili, the roll on which the piece rests in either case running in the direc
tion required to take it back again to the roller. 

Hand Levers.-When the piece is much ove1 ¼ cwt., it is too heavy for 
the catcher to be able to lift it over the roll, and he is assisted by a lever
man, provided with a lever of the first order having a curved shorter end, 
the lever lying parallel to the axis of the rolla, and its fulcrum attached to 
a chain or long link hung from the roof of the mill. The man, placing the 
short arm of his lever under the piece, and bearing down on the longer arm, 
can support any requisite proportion of the weight ; when the end of the bar 
next the mill is sufficiently high, the catcher, who has seized the other end, 
pushes it forward over the roll or into the pass, the lever swinging on the 
link towards the mili as the piece is pushed forward. The point of suspen
sion of the link is situated very nearly over the centre of the rolls, to assist 
the roen in swinging the piece towards them, and it is made as long as possible 
by securing it to the highest practicable point in the roof, so that it shall 
not have to swing at a greater angle from the perpendicular than can be 
avoided; the angle is not usually too great for convenience when the link 
serves for only one stand of rolla, but where the rolling has to be done in 
several stands in succession, all coupled up in line, the inclination of the 
link is too great, and in that case the upper end of t.he link is attached, not 
to the roof direct, but to a small grooved sheave which can run to and fro 
on a rail, a rolled joist, or a bar of sorne kind, carried from the roof nearly 
over the rolls, and parallel with them. 

lf the piece to be handled weighs more than 3 or 4 cwts., it is too heavy 
to be lifted by one lever-man, and a second, who stands facing him on the 
other side of the piece to be lifted, must be employed to assist him with a 
similar lever, both roen bearing down on the longer ends of their levers 
simultaneously. Provided the mill is a small one, so that the piece has not 
to be lifted very far to get it over the top of the roll, they can handle thus 
weights up to 6 or 9 cwts. The distance through which it is possible to li{t 
the piece is limited by the fact that, when the shorter end of the levers are 
made sufficiently long to give the height of lift required, there is too little 
purchase to enable the roen to lift the weight ; while stationing more than 
one man at a lever is unsatisfactory, as the roen are in each other's way, 
even if standing room can be found for them, so that additional roen cannot 
do work at ali proportionate to their increase in numbere, and, if practicable 
at all, the cost of wages rises much faster than the weight handled. 
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Power Levers.-To get over the diffic lt f . 
purchase to serve a large mill the sh u Y. o there bemg insufficient 
which is not fixed at one height abo:aevet carrymg the_ levers run on a bar, 
from chains or wireropes which are . ~ e floor, but ~s slung at each end 
or hvdraulic cylinder, by which t{:r~: over pull_eys m th~ roof to a steam 
the fulcrum on which the levers t r can be lifted bodily, thus lifting 
~o ~o, but when he puts the short ~~~• rh ~hr the workman ~as no lifting 
IS hfted for him. In that case the s o IS ever under the p1ece, the lever 
reduced in length that weights u t!~\rd of the lever may be so much 
parative ease, a;d with enou h ~en ª ª ton _can ~e handled with com
at a low speed. The roen get w~nderfull d~~ble t?1s we1ght can be h:mdled 
and transfer modercite we1·ghts fr tay dpert m the use of such apphances 
F

. oro s n to sta d ·th · · ' 
ig. 403 shows a pair of power raised levers. n w1 surprIBmg ease. 

Before the use of these mechunical liftin a . . 
30 c~~- were occasionally rolled but th· g p~liances, we1~h~ up to 25 or 
the liftmg required to pass the piece ba t 'V:.ª thone _by avo1ding altogether 

c • s e piece left the rolls it was 

J<'ig. 403. Holling Mill fitted with Power Levers. 

received on to a small bo ie tr k 1· 
mili by a number of meng an/tr~: ~~h was dra~ged round the end of the 
bar was put through the rill again a~d ttack agam to the front, where the 
was completed; such a method t~ok : ~~ocess repeated until the rolling 
rega1ds the labour, so that large rolle~u~ars im~ and was very expensive as 
costly as those forged under the hammer 'B. e: produced thu~, were as 
from large rolled bars can be sold t d . f ~1g t turned shaftmg, made 
cost thirty years ago. ' o- ay or ess than the unturned bars 

The difficulty in lifting a given · ht . 
weight is contained in a short len th weig at the r?lls 18_ greatest when the 
to ~o the lifting ; but if the sam! to•~:a:e d

th
ere 18 so httle space in which 

~•e1gbt per running foot, there is room in its ~ e ~f f y a long length of small 
hft the bar with levers wh1"ch m b . eng or severa! sets of roen to 
l d 

• ' ay e camed by shea · 
p ace at right angles to the axis of th lis d ves runnmg on bars 
the direction which the piece takes wh e ro ' _an hrso capable of travelling in 

en passmg t ough the mili, the speed 
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· . " follow up " say 200 to 300 teet 
bemg limited to that ªii ~tt th~ m;::~~iently small' section "to be flexible 
per minute at most; t e ar 18 o ll bsolutel requires lifting, the rest 
w~ile hot, only t~e ind ~e~ !:ido t:e ªfriction ~hich would be caused by 
lymg along the mili ?ºr , d t • tervals on loose rollers, con• 
dragging this lengt~, it can be supp?rte t; :r resting on the body of the 
sisting u~ually of p1ecesd °k fla~ged 1?ee,ftoo: o: its flanges; by this s~ple 
pipe, which rolls to an o a ong . be handled with comparat1vely 
method considerable lengths a~d ;e1gtts :O:ble that given above. In sorne 
few roen, and the speh~dhof t et ª:1 beackwards and forwards with the bar, 
cases small trucks, w lC can rav 

are used instead. . f th 7 t 10 cwts. each became common, 
Lifts.-When mgots O ~ore an ° • in a liance, which in its 

it was found desir~ble to prov1d~ sore f~: c~:!r,: siKr of the mill, parallel 
simplest form consist~d of a ama ro hi~nh th end of the ingot next the rolls 
and close to the mam rolls, upon w e e 

-
. 

,,' 

t-"':::::: 

F. '"' -Lift used in Cogging Ingots of Moderatc Wei,;ht. 1g.~. 

h he mill The roller was raised by sorne 
rested, when it had passed throug t ·. t d by one or more levermen 
convenient appliance, and the cate efu asslSh e d the ingot back again. To 
to raise the end furthest from the m 'lu~he to carry the other end of 
the single roller. were sub~equentlr adde o t~rs forming a platform whose 
the ingot and dispense w1th the everme1;1, u~ h . ontal position . to 

11 hi h r fted the mgot m a oriz ' 
top was made of ro ers, w .c l " roller's" side of the mili, he was 
facilitate the entry_ º! the piece ont th!h tcher's the platforms on each 
provided wit~ a s~ar. platforf\ 0 ed ;: ether by metbods very sim~ar 
side of the mili bemg r~IS~d an o~er_ g described or by direct-actmg 
to those used for the hftmg b~r previously of the housings and standing 
steam or hydraulic cylinders camed from the top nd liftin by direct thrust. 
directly over the rolls_, ~r placed below t~~ fl1r ~tted to ~he 26-inch three• 
Fig. 404 shows the hft11;1g platformsh ord1glmtahy 10¼-inch square ingots from 
l · h ·¡ ill t Crewe m 1875 to an e e • d l d b 
ug ra1 m . a 11 d Th latforms were raised an owere y 
which the rails "·ere then ro e • e P 
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means of chains which passed over multiplying sheaves actuated by a 
hydraulic cylinder which stood horizontally on the top of the pinion housings. 
The dotted linea show the position of the platform when raised. When 
the platform was fitted on the catcher's side of the mill only, the piece being 
Tolled, when returned to the roller, foil from the top oí the roll to the floor. 
If short and light there was no particular objection to this, but as the weight 
<>Í the ingot increased, and likewise the length rolled, other methods h2,d 
to be devised. 

To push a ton ingot into the mill and turn it over on a platform of this 
kind, requires four men on each side of the mill, and is then very hard work. 
With appliances such as this, when dealing with ingots of 15 to 20 cwts., 
250 to 300 tons of ingots can be cogged per day, and reduced until they are 
-of sufficiently small section to be handled with the levers in the following 
roughing or finishing stands. When the ingots are much heavier than this, 
-or greater outputs are required, regular power-actuated-tables, which will be 
described later on, should be employed. 

Roller-beds.-So far we have been treating of appliances for use in non
Teversing milis, in w hich· the necessity for lifting the piece to return it to the 
roller's side of the mill, has been the special difficulty, but with a reversible 
mill, which was expressly devised to avoid this necessity, no lifting is 
required, and the appliances for handling the piece at the rolls may be much 
.simpler. By placing a small roller between the housings in between the mill 
floor and the rolls, in the position occupied by the fore-plate in a small mili, 
the small roller standing a trille above the surface of the mili floor, and the 
.axle carrying it revolving in sockets cast on the inner sides of the housings 
.expressly to receive it (see fig. 346), the roller and catcher can push forward 
the ingot with crow-bars, when one end of it is resting on this roller, and can 
thus enter a considerable weight between the rolls with the expenditure of a 
modera te amount of labour. As there is no lifting to be done at the reversing 
mili, it will be understood why it takes less mento work it than the three-high 
.mili, if both are served entirely by manual power. 

As the convenience of the small roller close to the front of the mili was 
.appreciated, other rollers were added further back, their upper sides just 
projecting through the fl.oor platea, so that the ingot was supported on such 
rollers for its whole length on each side of the train, and thus was much more 
.easily pushed in by the workmen. To further assist the men, thesc rollers 
were frequently arranged to form an inclined plane, sloping slightly down
wards towards the mili on each side, so that the slightest exertion on the 
workmen's part sufficed to start the piece towards the rolls, which delivered 
it up the slight slope on the other side. 

Live-roller Gears.-The first step in the direction for handling the 
fagot by power at reversing milis, consisted in running the axle on whicb 
the roller between the housings revolved, through the housing to the outside 
of the stand (see figs. 346, 353, and 489), and keying the roller tightly on 
-the axle, so that the two revolved together; on the outer end of the axle 
-was keyed a toothed wheel, round which passed a pitch chain driven by a 
-corresponding wheel on the wobbler of the roll (see figs. 405 and 507). so that 
the roller was driven by it in the ~ame direction as the main rolls, and the 
ingot resting on it was carried into the mili without any exertion on the 
part of the workmen. Subsequently the other rollers were coupled up in 
the same way, and long lengths could be thus automatically drawn in by the 
mili. In these cases all the rollers were kept on one leve!, forming a hori
.zontal bed. 
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Experience has shown, however, that it is much more con".enien~ to 
drive these rollers by some source of power other than that wh1ch dr1ves. 
the mill itself, and they are now accordingly worked by a separated pair 
of small reversing engines (figs. 447; 471, Plate xlii.; 473, Plate xliii.; 
and 490, Plate xliv.) or an electric motor (fig. 465, Plate xl.) which drives. 
a long horizontal shaft 5 or 6 inches diameter, having a series of mitre 
wheels keyed on it, each wheel gearing with a E1imilar one on the axle of 
the roller ; and as these rollers can be run quite independently of the mili, 
they serve both as a means of transporting the ingot to the mili, handling 
it when there, and removing it when finished. 

With live roller gear the speed of rolling may be much increased, and long 
heavy pieces passed through the rolls at speeds up to 800 or 1,000 feet per 
minute which, of course, greatly increases the output of the mili. The 
increas~d speed of rolling has enabled material to be finished in such lengths. 
that the roller beds rendered necessary to accommodate the work have 
encroached on the gangwa ys originall y left for the passage of men and ma terials. 

Fig. 405.-Method of Driving Live Rollers between the Housings. 

a.cross the ends of the mili, and to enable work to be carried on, roller troughs 
in many cases have had to be raised so high above the fioor that men can 
pass below. In sorne works, to avoid moving plant which was in the way, 
the ends have actually beén taken out above the roof. In such cases only 
some of the rollers next the mili are driven, the rest being allowed to run free. 

As mechanical appliances are now used to turn over the ingot, and trans
port it across the front of the rolls from pass to pass, there is no longer any 
need for workmen to stand facing the cogging mili, and often no fioor-plates 
whatever are provided between the rollers, but open spaces are left between 
them through which scale can drop, and where a.ir may circulate freely to 
keep the rollers and their attachments cool. 

When foot plates are provided between the rollers, fiush with the general 
mill fioor, for the men to stand on, the tops of the rollers must project a.hove 
the floor, the bearings and the shafting and gearing driving them must 
all be aituated below the floor platea (where they are di:ffi.cult to get at to 
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oil or repair),. ar:d the mitre ~he~ls, being entirely below the fioor platea, 
mu~t be_cons1derably smaller m diameter than the rollers they drive. To 
avo1d thlB the whole roller bed is now usually raised 2 or 3 feet above the 
~eneral leve! of the fioor of the mili. The mitre wheels may then be larger, 
mstead of smaller, than the rollers they drive, shafts and bearings much 
stronger, and ali parts are far more accessible for oiling and repairs. Strong 
guar~s, for~ed of flat bars, are. fixed on each side of the bed, to prevent 
the piece bemg rolled from runnmg over the side of the bed on to the floor 
and ligh~ readily r~movable guards, of sheet iron or wire netting, protect 
the g~arm¡s. The mgots cannot be tipped from a hand bogie on to a bed 
?f th1s he1ght, but such methods of handling them are now obsolete and 
1{ a _bar ~oes run ove~ the edge during rol ling, it cannot be pushed into po~ition 
agam w1th hand spikes, as may be done when the table is flush with the 
~eneral floor _ leve! ; but most milis now possess overhead cranes, hy which 
1t can be easily replaced or removed. . 
. When first introduced, the live rollers, the gearing driving them, and 
1!1 ,fact all the appliances for handling the ingot at the rolls, were far too 
11?nt ; the ro!lers were only 6 or 8 inches diameter, with spindles 2 or 3 inches ,,. 
diameter, dr1ven by wheels smaller than the rollers, witb the result that 
much trouble was caused by breakages, and the wear and tear was excessive. 
To-day rollers are scarcely ever less than 14 inches in diameter sometimes 
twice this size, and those next the mili are of wrought iron o~ cast steel 
fitted on shafts 6 or 8 inches diameter, while the other rollers further from 
the mill_ are of cast iron, and have 5-inch spindles. Ali are driven by cast
steel mitre wheels 18 to 24 inches in diameter, and breakages are far less 
frequent. The arrangement of live rollers is clearly shown in figs. 465 Plate 
:xi. ; 473 Plate xliii. ; and 490, Plate xliv. ' 

One Germa~ firm gets rid of gea!ing altogether by connecting the shafts 
of the rollers w1th cranks and couplmg rods, in the same way as the driving 
wheels of a locomotive are coupled together. · 

Th~ rollers are also used to bring the piece to and from the mili, arid to 
?arry 1~ about the works. Rollers were in use at Dowlais for transporting 
Ir?n rails from the mili to the straightening press as early as the year 1868.* 
L1ve rollei:s are also employed ~? take slabs to_ and from the shears (see figs. 
468, 470, 471, and 472, l'late xlu.) and for vanous purposes of transport in 
and a.bout the works. 

Combined rravelli_ng and Lifting Tabl~s.-In sorne works travelling 
tables are prov1ded, wh1ch not only move from one stand to another like 
the ~ables ~hown in figs. 416 (Plate xxx.) and 490 (Plate xliv.), but ar; alsp 
prov1d~d_w1th a top compo~ed of live !ollers, which rise and fall as required. 
The drm~g of the rollers tS accomphshed by electro-motora carried on the 
table, "'.hwh revolve in either direc'tion or stop as desired, when the switch 
cont!ollmg them reverses or. cuts . off the cn:ren_t, while the lifting of th~ 
top 1s performed by hydraul1c ·cylmders carned m the lower carriage, con
trolled by _water conveyed to them by t~lescopic supply pipes, or by electric 
power. F1g. 406 shows a table of th1s kmd made by the Benrather Machine 
Works ~ear Dusseldorf. The lifting is done by electricity, the weight of the 
table_be?Ig balanced by ~ater subjected to the pressure of compressed air. -

L1ft1_ng T~bles.-L1ve rollers ?n the floor are ali that are required for 
a reversmg mili, but for a three-h1gh mili, where th1i piece must be lifted 
to pass over _the ~op of the middle rol!, lifts such as fig. 404 are insu.fficient, 
~nl~ss the p1~ce_ 18 :7ery short, and re¡sular lifting_ tables are necessary. A 
hftmg table m 1ts sIIDplest form cons1Sts of a series of flat bars, placed in 

• lr<m a11d .Steel Imt. Jo11,rn., 1869, p. 169. 
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pairs a short distance apart, wi~h ~mall roller~ a lit~le larger in diameter 
than the width of the bars, runnrng loose on pms, wh1ch serve also to hold 
the bars at the right distance apart from each other, the whole formin_g a 
grating with the rollers standing a little above the suda.ce, so that the pieoe 

runs on them instead of rubbing on the bars. The _gratrngs are pivotted 
at their ends farthest from the mill, so that the oppos1te ends next the rolls 
may be raised or lowered. The pivot on t~e roller's side of the mili is usuall¡ 
situ'l.ted at the level of the centre of the middle roll, and tha t at the catcher a 
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side at the level of the upper side of the middle roll. By thus placing the 
pivota, the piece to be rolled runs down a gently sloping surface to make 
its first pass below the middle roll, the rolla, as they pass it through the 
mill, delivering it up the inclined surface of the table on the catcher's side. 
Both tables are then raisen, until that on the catcher's side is horizontal, 
so that he may not have to push the piece uphill to enter it between the 
top and middle rolla, which take it back to the roller, running it down his 
gently sloping table. Both tables are then lowered, and the piece is ready 
to make its third pass, at the same leve! as that at which it made its first. 

If the piece to be rolled is always long enough, the pivot on which the 
table turns may be fixed, but where short pieces have sometimes to be rolled, 
the ends of the tables nearest to the mill must fit so close up to the rolls, 
as to leave no space between the rolla and the tables through which the pie~e 
being rolled could slip down. To permit of this, the pivot on which the table 
turns is carried on a swinging support, so that the other end of the table, 
when being moved from one position to the other, may withdraw as far as is 
needed to clear the middle roll, the end of the ta ble next the mill being guided 
in an inclined or curved slot, so as to follow closely the contour of the roll. 

When the rollers are not driven by power, the piece to be rolled can 
often be got in between the rolla without any hand labour, by moving the 
rising table to1'7ards the mili, and bumping it smartly against the housings, 
so that the momentum imparted to the piece jerks it forward into the pass. 

Tables of this kind are useful for rolling light platea, and if balanced, 
may, for small work, be raised or lowered by hand. A 26-inch three-high 
plate mill on the Continent, with two stands of rolls, served by tables of this 
kind, raised and lowered by power, has turned out 50 tons of tank plates of 
•l--e; inch and under in tbickness per twelve-hour shift, starting with ingots of 
1 ton in weight. Their capabilities are soon reached, however, as weights 
increase, and to deal with heavy pieces tbe loose rollers must be replaced 
by power-driven rollers, similar to those just described for use with reversing 
mills, the whole bed of live rollers being raised or lowered bodily at each pass. 

If the piece to be rolled is sufficiently flexible, the roller bed may be 
hinged, as in the case of tbe lifting table just described, but instead of hinging 
it at the end, the pivot on which it turna is generally situated somewhat out 
of the centre of the length, so that the table shall be partially balanced, and 
yet retain a sufficient preponderance of the end next the rolls, to prevent 
it tipping up when the piece is at the end farthest ~om the rolls ; the shaft 
driving the live rollers passes through the centre of tbe pivot. The arrange
ment is clearly shown in fig. 493, Plate xlv. The two tables are raised 01 

lowered simultaneously by lifting rods connected to bell-crank levers coupled 
together, and actuated by the horizontal cylinder below one of the tables. 

In t.he finishing stand, when the piece is flexible, and has been drawn 
out to such a length that the larger portion is resting on the mill floor before 
the last end has left the rolla, live rollers in the floor will suffice to carry 
the piece back again through the bottom pass, and a lifting table on only 
one side of the mill will suffice. In any case, when the piece to be rolled 
is very long, additional rollers are fixed in the floor to support the ends of 
the bar beyond the lifting tables at each side of the mili. For short stifl 
pieces which are not flexible, such as ingots, the tables rise parallel with the 
floor (see fig. 466, Plate xli.). The power to actuate the rollers is con
veyed to the shaft running alongside the table, by the spur-wheels shown, 
which are held in gear at ali times by swinging links joining the shafts, and 
maintaining the connection between the wheels in all positions. In other 
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cases pinions are provided sliding on short lengths of square shafting placed 
vertically. The tables are steadied, while rising and falling, by guide brackets 
provided for the purpose. 

Manipulators or Tilters.-The least laborious part of the work at 
the mili is the turning over of the piece which is being rolled, between one 
pass and another, so that it may enter the rolls with the requisite side 
upwards. T_h~ can be done _with hand levers, even when the piece is so heavy 
as to need liftmg and pushing forward by power, but for very heavy ingots 
it is necessary to provide sorne mechanical tilting gear worked by power. 

Bide Elevation. End Elei,a tion. 
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Fig. 4( 8.-Manipula.tor for Reversing Mili. 

When lifting tables for ingots of moderate weight were introduced, the 
workmen soon found out that if they placed sometbing on the mill floor, 
which could pass between the rollers and projeét a sufficient distance above 
them when in their lowest position, the table could be lowered with the ingot 
upon it in such a way that the projection would arrest the descent of one 
edge of the ingot, which would roll over on its opposite ed~, and so be turned 
over ; the mechanical ingot tilter to-da.y, used with lifting tables, is merely 
an elaboration of this crude contrivance. Fig. 407 (Plate xxix.) shows one 
of these tilters or "manipulators," which consists of a small trolley, A, 
travelling on rails, B, B, laid on the bed plate of the mili, below and parallel 
to tbe axis of the rollers, C, C, carried in the lifting table, D. This trolley 

~ Ingot Tilter for Three-high Mill. [To face p. 644. 

Side fiJlevation.-Part in Section, 

1 
:::I 

Fig. 407. 



PLATE XXJX.-Hydraulic Ingot Tilter for Three-high Mill. [To face p. 644, 

I Runnin9 Roller E E 

Liftin9 Table· 

End Elevation.-Part in Section. Side fJJlevation.-Part in Section . 

• 

Plan. Fig. 407. 
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carries on it.s upper surface a series of projections or tappets, E, E, six in 
number, which can project between the rollers in two linea at right anglea 
to their axes to such a height as to stand well above the top of the table when 
in its lowest position. The trolley can be moved to and fro across the face 
of the rolls by a small steam or hydraulic cylinder, F, and by placing the row 
of tappets brlow one edge of the ingot and lowering the table, the tappets 
arrest the edge in its descent, while the ingot, falling with the table, is turned 
over on its opposlte edge round its longitudinal axis1 at right angles to its 
former position. By again lifting the table the ingot can be turned around 
its own axis a quarter of a revolution as often as is necessary, one turn for 
each pass being, however, as many at is usually required. The tilter used 
at the mili (fig. 466) is of this kind. By providing the trolley with two lines 
of tappets, placed a short distanceapart, and turning the ingot over so that it 
will be between the two rows, the trolley can transfer the ingot parallel to the 
axis of the rolls to right or left, and present it opposite to any pass in their 
length which it is desired that the piece shall enter. The tilters (figs. 409 and 
466) have to carry the ingot if it has not been tilted in the direction required. 

D E 

Fig. 409.-Manipulator worked by lifting the rails on wbich tbe Tappet Carriage 
Travels.-A is ooe of the live rollers in frout of the mili, ll one of the tappets 
bolted on the trolley C, which is moved to aod fro, parallel with the axes of the 
rolls, by the bydraulic cylinders, D and E. ln a pit, below the bed of live rollers, 
is a ram, l!', working up and down in tbe hy<lraulic cylinder, G. Tbis ram carries 
on its upper end tbe table, H, for the trolley to run on. The table is steadied by 
the deep ring cast on its lower side, whicb moves up and down in the socket, J ; 
a bol!l is provided in the aide of both ring and socket, to affor<l access to the packing 
round the ra.m, Jt'. 

For reversing mills whose roller beds do not rise and fall, the tappets 
must themselves be capable of being raised vertically, so that wben passed 
beneath the ingot lying on the roll bed, they may, by their rise, turn the 
ingot over. This may be accomplished either by lifting the rails on which 
the trolley runs, or by keeping the rails fixed and lifting the tappets only. 
Fig. 408 is an example of this latter arrangement, which, as well as the pre
ceding example, is taken from a paper read by M. Lantz, at Dusseldorf, in 
1898.* A is the trolley, which can be moved backwards and forwards across 
the face of the rolls by the hydraulic cylinder, B. The trolley contains four 
movable tappets, C C C C, which rise and fall in sockets formed in the trolley, 
and are provided at their lower ends with toothed racks, into which gear four 
toothed quadrants, D D D D, ali secured on a shaft, E, on which is fastened 
the mitre wheel, F, into which gears a similar mitre wheel, G. This is carried 

• Stahl 1.md Eisen, November, 1898. 


